Hotel Booking App

Overview:-

Hotel Booking app is a great tool for finding best accommodation and offers best deals in booking
rooms. The app help users to walk with the growing trend and book hotel in one touch of the button
which in turn saves time and energy of the user. The app reduces the task of manual booking of the
hotels which normally takes upto an hour. In the earlier system most of the hotel reservation were
made by the travel agents who charged commission. But now the with the help of Hotel Booking app
there is no need of the travel agents, user can book room according to their comfort. Users can select
from wide range of hotels and can also get occasional discounts.

The Challenge:During analyzing project requirements our team of mobile application developers faced a
few challenges during the initial phase of the project. The challenges include:

1. Creating a smooth UI/UX designing with easy navigation flow.
2. Creating list of favorite hotels, check past, current and future bookings.
3. Secured booking with payment gateway integration.
4. Tracking nearby hotels from existing user locations.
5. The major challenge was to engage app with multi-language support.

The Features:The app consist of the features are:
1. Sign In via social media like facebook and twitter.
2. Search for hotels by date and location.
3. E-mail notification features for booking confirmation.
4. Easy to use map view to discover all the hotels around the users.
5. Provides discounts and offers to the customers.
6. Can check the information related to their rooms in their own language.

The Result:Hotel Booking app have made travelers life easy. The app lets user book rooms from anywhere at
anytime. They can book rooms according to their likes and comforts. The app saves time of filling the
form at the reception and submitting photo id proof, all formalities are completed before user reach to
hotel. User can even search for the nearest hotels and request for room service. It offers functionality
that most people are looking for, and also has a great design and frequent updates. User are now able
to reserve and check-in online with this app.

